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Abstract 

Loly is a revolutionary AI driven dating platform built on the blockchain that is              
prepared to disrupt the online dating industry. The platform will be delivered            
through iOS and Android applications with augmented reality capabilities, as well           
as a desktop version with enhanced profile matching capabilities. In this paper we             
will present the elements of the platform, including: the state of the art privacy              
features, the blockchain smart contracts which are helping redefine the notion of            
consent to make person-to-person sexual encounters safer, and the         
patent-pending AI “Heat Index” that matches you based on compatibility which           
makes matches more enjoyable. We also lay out the platform’s launch plan,            
including detailed specifications of the Loly tokens (LOLY) that enable in-app           
purchases, and that will play an integral role in the launch, development, and             
growth of the platform.  
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Disclaimer 
This version of the Loly whitepaper is released as a working draft - with the purpose of                 

introducing the idea and receiving feedback from the blockchain community. If you wish to              

contribute by leaving your comment or review, please email thoughts@loly.co. 

The information and opinions contained in this whitepaper does not purport to be             

comprehensive and have not been independently verified. While the whitepaper has been            

prepared in good faith, no representation, warranty, assurance or undertaking (express or            

implied) is or will be made, and no responsibility, liability or duty of care is or will be                  

accepted by Loly LLC or any of its investors or subsidiaries or by any of their respective                 

affiliates, advisers in relation to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness, reliability or           

reasonableness of this whitepaper. All and any such responsibility and liability is expressly             

disclaimed. In particular, but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no             

representation, warranty, assurance or undertaking is given as to the achievement or            

reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns          

contained in this whitepaper, or in such other information, notice or document. 

These projections are illustrative only and actual results may be materially affected by             

changes on economic or other circumstances which cannot be foreseen. The reader of this              

whitepaper acknowledges that it should conduct its own independent investigation and           

assessment as to the validity of the information contained in this whitepaper and the              

economic, financial, regulatory, legal, taxation and accounting implications of that          

information and consult its own professional advisers. The information in this document is             

subject to change or update without notice and should not be construed as commitment by               

Loly LLC. This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer               

or solicitation to sell shares or securities in Loly LLC or any related or associated company.  
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1 Introduction 
 
Loly is a hyper geolocation dating assistance app that pairs like-minded singles to create              

experiences in real life. In addition to our AI matching Heat IndexTM, Loly is built on the                 

Ethereum blockchain, allowing consenting adults to verify their agreement that a sexual            

encounter is consensual and that they are not drunk and have the legal capacity to consent. 

The world of online dating is taking a futuristic turn with the Loly app. Now singles can easily                  

find a perfect match nearby, and instantly decide if they want to meet. Using augmented reality                

and geolocation, Loly promises to match you with both lifestyle and sexually compatible singles              

you have the chance to actually meet in person, not just message. 

 
1.1 The Problem 

Online dating apps like Tinder are notoriously slow, endless text exchanges with only 5% of               

matches resulting in real life meetings. Many of the 5% are disappointed to find out their dates                 

were not honest in their profiles or that they are just not compatible in bed.  

 
1.2 The Solution  

The system we employ provides an immediate insight into an individual, thus exposing nuance               

and a realness currently not present in the dating space. Our Live Event solution makes               

navigating mixers a breeze, pointing out your best matches, eliminating the need to meet              

everyone, so you save time and focus on prospects that are suited to your needs. 

When it comes time to get physical, Loly MatchbookTM gives users the security of knowing your                

consent is permanently logged, and once complete (after the fact) cannot be changed. With the               

Loly suite of tools, not only will dating be better, more fun, and safer, but the entire experience                  

will be more pleasurable. 

 
1.3 The Market  

Today 1 in 3 dates, relationships, and marriages begin with a dating product. The $2.2 Billion US                 

online dating market has been expanding at 5% annually. Internationally, the market in China              

alone was estimated to have reached $1.6 Billion this past year. Augmented reality is now               

readily available in over 380 million iPhones and that number is expected to increase with new                

android smartphones entering the market. Loly is poised to be the first AR dating app in the                 

market. Add the AI matching back end, with the AR enhanced front end, and we anticipate the                 

ability to create more successful relationships will be started on our app than any other               

platform. 
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1.4 Competition  

The Mainstream Unicorn – Tinder users swipe through 1.6 billion profiles and make more              

than 26 million matches per day. More than 6 billion matches have been made since their                

launch in 2012…but Tinder takes too long with back and forth and back and forth with few in                  

real life meetings. 

The Rest – There are quite a few other dating sites, however, just like with Tinder, only a                  

fraction of the interactions result in real life meetings. We aim to fix what doesn’t work to help                  

people connect in real life faster and with more compatibility, resulting in more long term               

relationships. 

The Naughty Alternative – Adult FriendFinder is a high profit alternative that has 65 Million               

Members in the US with 245 Million Subscribers Globally throughout all of the FriendFinder              

brands with an average value of $21.44/mo. per subscriber. However, the site is not what most                

“good girls” and “nice guys” are really looking for. As a woman, logging in, you are bombarded                 

by a wall of “penis pics” that scream “look at me” while giving little to no information about                  

whether or not you’d like the person attached to said penis. And while some impressive               

“members” of the site get attention, that is not how most women make choices for bed mates. 

1.5 Business Model 

Only 4% of all iPhone applications feature in-app purchases, however, 72% of revenue comes              

from this small minority of apps that feature in-app purchases, especially that utilize             

gamification of actions as Loly has been designed to do. The Loly MatchbookTM application will               

be the leadgen to other offerings. The first app released (and always free) the sexual consent                

app is used to drive mainstream adoption of blockchain based digitial ID and understanding of               

how blockchain functions, by bundling it into a useful and practical application that every single               

needs. Our dating platform offering has varying monthly subscriptions as well as in-app boosts              

and upgrades to make the experience more engaging and therefore more valuable. 

1.6 Our Product: 

Proprietary Tech  

Patent Pending Heat IndexTM - Matches Members by sexual compatibility rather than simple             

geolocation. 

Patent Pending Loly MatchbookTM - Secure consent safety check ensures that members            

encounters are consensual and successfully documented. 

Augmented Reality - Loly has an overlay that allows nightclubs and venues to host live LOLY                

parties. 
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Privacy – Loly offers state of the art privacy and data protection using encryption and device                

specific logins to access personal preferences. Our core value of a user’s data being his or                

her data is designed to allow users to be more honest about what they really want, and giving                  

them the certainty that their data will not be used for third party anything. 

 

 

 

1.7 Use Cases: 

Regret or Rape?: A man and a woman were on a date. It went fabulously well and they ended up in bed.                      

She put on the condom. She got on top. She drove the sexual activities and orgasms were had all                   

around. They went to breakfast the next morning. Both were happy. A week later, he meets the woman                  

of his dreams. They start dating. Three weeks later, the first woman, who had been very happy with                  

their tryst, tells him that she is going to ruin him and claims that he raped her. There is nothing he can                      

do. 

 

Traveling: A woman is travelling and alone in her room, wishing she had company. Using the Loly app                  

she identifies a potential mate. The app prompts a video call and the two start chatting. Quickly they                  

realize they have chemistry and she invites him up. Because of her preference settings, she already                

knows he has a clean background check, a verified, ID, and matches her wants and needs sexually. Once                  

in person, and confirming there is chemistry and a mutual desire to have sex, the Loly consent app is                   

activated, both people confirm, and proceed. Once finished, both people check out of the app “safely”,                

reaffirming their consent, which is then permanently logged on the blockchain. 
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Big Brother: Let’s assume the above “Travelling” Use Case, but this time, both parties agree to “safe                 

word monitoring.” In this scenario, the app is passively listening for a safe word, and if heard, will                  

phone the party and tell them their cat is at the vet and they need to leave. This gives the party an                      

excuse to leave an uncomfortable situation before things get out of hand. If they can successfully                

disengage and leave, they would checkout “safely” but with issues. The ratings would reflect those               

issues and inform our AI for future mismatch potential. If the safe word is used and the party speaking it                    

is not able to leave safely, the app records the issue for future potential litigation. Recordings and raw                  

data are only available to law enforcement or by court order. 

 

Revoking Consent: Unlike every other sexual consent app, Loly understands that consent can be              

revoked at any time. No one is required to continue if they don’t want to. For this reason, Loly utilizes a                     

two step process for consent, once before, and again after. If a party decides not to proceed, they can                   

easily revoke consent, no harm, no foul, and checkout as “revoked safely.” 

 

1.8 Marketing Plan 

Loly has a multi-pronged marketing plan that leverages the strength of our company’s extensive              

network of influencers and media connections, our list of millions of our target users, referral               

incentives, joint ventures, competitive price points, and deep discounts for our founding            

members. 

Social Media Campaign – We have partnered with several single celebrities looking for love to               

be spokesmodels for the brand and the experience. Utilizing influencers with deep reach into              

the singles community, our social media campaigns will focus on different archetypes of singles              

from busy executives to shy engineers and how the platform benefits them. A tongue and               

cheek “What (Ice Cream) Flavor Are You?” Campaign is being launched to get people to take                

the quizzes that will properly identify their sexual compatibility type. 

Mainstream Media Talk Shows – Loly’s Founder, Adryenn Ashley, has been a media darling for               

over a decade, appearing on over 300 media outlets. Through her close, personal relationships,              

Loly has already secured national network placement as soon as the site successfully launches.  

Email Launch to 3.5 Million Singles – Every single could benefit from using a matchmaker, but                

not every single can afford the $25,000 price tag. Using state of the art internet marketing                

tactics that are proven to convert, we will attract new members through our informative and               

funny viral email campaign where we will target our list of 3.5 million paying online dating                

members. 

Affiliate Marketing – We are utilizing several key influencers in the dating industry internet              

marketing space who have lists of millions of singles who are actively seeking love. They are                

incentivized to talk about and refer members to Loly as well as receive a commission for each                 

new member that signs up.  
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Refer a Friend – We have a set up a program to reward our members for sharing the site                   

with their trusted friends. More than just sending invitations indiscriminately, when they            

invite a friend, they are also vouching for them as a new member. Because trusted connections                

are more valuable in a network, we have also made sure the reward is also higher when our                  

members refer their friends. 

Joint Ventures Secured with Nightclubs – One of our early Alpha partners runs a nightclub               

promotion business with a list of 30,000 singles in San Francisco where we will pilot our                

augmented reality features before our national augmented reality events roll out.  

Joint Venture with Marketing Partner – An additional joint venture has been secured with a               

marketing partner who has a list of 500,000 active singles in the United States.  

Loly serves a subset of the mainstream market, which is untapped and lucrative.  

The major drivers for the business are outlined below. 

With 80 million new iPhone 8's launched September 2017 and another 150 million devices              

getting the OS 11 upgrade, the ability to use Augmented Reality in the everyday world will drive                 

singles to our app as the only app utilizing AR to make matches and connect. The current                 

dating market is $3 billion but with technology advances making connecting easier, we expect              

that market size to increase faster than the current 5% per year. 

Currently, Adult Friend Finder reports the value of each subscriber is $26.41 per subscriber per               

month. Our expectations based on our factual analysis of the published numbers is that this is                

the dollar sales we are targeting. This translates to the profit margin we have built into our                 

product and our aim is use these profits to continuously grow the platform and add additional                

features and enhancements. This will result in multiple ways to realize aggressive returns and a               

profitable exit strategy. 
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2 Token Description 
 
2.1 The Purpose Our Token  

Why are we creating a new token? Loly will be launching a new utility token to enable the                                   
purchase of services within the Loly dating platform, including subscriptions and other in-app                         
purchases offering additional features. Here is a list of some of the in-app purchase                           
opportunities our platform will offer:  
 

● Membership Subscriptions  
● Privacy Enhancements 
● Voyeur Mode (Ultimate Privacy Mode) 
● Affirmative Consent (Check-In and Check-Outs) 
● Safe Word Monitoring 
● Verified Memberships 
● Background Checks 
● STD Health Records Verification 
● Matchmaker (AI) 
● Premium Matchmaking 
● Anonymous Gifting 
● VIP Security 
● Enhanced Proximity Zone (Expanded Geolocation) 
● Passive Safety Checks 
● Live Event Parties 
● Etc... 

 

In this paper, we will also describe the process by which users are rewarded in the network’s                 

internal token for confidentially reviewing new members successfully following a real life meet.  

Using gamification and loyalty rewards, we will award members for engagement on the app              

and inviting other members.  

Our Loly tokens (LOLY) will be good for both subscriptions and in-app purchases. The token sale                
will allow us to raise enough money to be able to fund the release of the advanced features of                   
the Loly Platform. Simultaneously, it will help us to build and grow our community from day                
one by identifying new members who will help us create the critical mass necessary to expand                
our community-based platform globally. Through our tokens, we will also be able to provide              
members with rewards for referring their friends to the platform. In addition, it will allow us to                 
be able to reward our early supporters by giving them the opportunity to purchase highly               
discounted tokens that will allow them to receive future subscriptions and in-app purchases at              
discounted rates. 
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 2.2 Token Specifications 

The LOLY token and Matchbook sexual consent app are built on the Ethereum blockchain              

using ERC20 standard protocols. There will be 500,000,000 tokens minted and no future tokens              

will ever be minted. 
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3 Sale Methodology  
 
3.1 Lifetime Membership Sale 

Our Lifetime Membership Sale will start on February 14th, 2018 at 8:00am UTC Time. During the                
Sale, we will be issuing 10,000 Lifetime Memberships to the Loly dating platform. The Sale will                
run until these 10,000 Lifetime Memberships are gone or until management decides to end the               
sale. 

During the Sale, the first 1,000 Lifetime Memberships to Loly will be sold at a 90% discount,                 
followed by an 80% discount for the next 1,000 Lifetime Memberships, and a 70% discount for                
the last 8,000 Lifetime Memberships.  

Only USD will be accepted during the Lifetime Membership Sale. Each lifetime membership             
includes bonus LOLY Tokens for in-app purchases and upgrades. 

Lifetime Membership Sale Lifetime Membership Cost % Discount 
 

1-1,000 $99 90% 

1,001 - 2000 $199 80% 

2,001-10,000 $299 70% 

Post Pre-Sale $999 No Discount 

 

3.2 Token Sale Overview 

For the Token Sale we will be issuing 200,000,000 LOLY Tokens out of the total supply of                 
500,000,000 LOLY Tokens.  

LOLY Tokens will be made available at a discount during the token sales. During the Private                
Token Pre-Sale, they will be sold at a 75% discount for $0.05. During the Public Token Sale, they                  
will be sold at a 50% discount for $0.10. Afterwards, they will be available for the regular price                  
of $0.20, which may also increase in the future.  
 
 

Round Price Per Token (LOLY) % Discount 

Private Token Pre-Sale $0.05 75% 

Public Token Sale $0.10 50% 

Post Token Sale $0.20 None 
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Price and Structure Price Per Token (LOLY) Tokens Available 

Token Sale $0.10 200,000,000 

Post Token Sale $0.20 300,000,000 

TOTAL  500,000,000 

 

3.3 Private Token Pre-Sale 

Our Private Token Pre-Sale will begin on February 14th, 2018 8:00am UTC Time and run until                
June 15th, 2018 8:00am UTC Time. The Pre-Sale will be available only to accredited investors               
and will have minimum purchase requirements to participate.  
 

3.4 Public Token Sale 

The Public Token Sale will begin on June 15th at 8:00am UTC Time. There will be a wider variety                   
of options during the Public Sale, including small capped purchases for US residents to adhere               
to the Jobs Act limits on purchases by non-accredited investors. 

LOLY Tokens will be sold at a 50% discount during the Public Token Sale. The sale will run until                   
July 31st, 2018 8:00am UTC Time or until the tokens are sold out.  

During the sale, a special page will be available at www.loly.io where token sale participants will                
be able to generate user accounts. The website will guide participants through the pledge and               
deposit process. Just like in our Lifetime Membership Sale, several fiat and crypto currencies              
will be accepted. Please check back for details on our website’s FAQ.  

3.5 Token Sale Discounts 

LOLY Tokens will be made available at a discount during the token sales. During the Private                
Token Pre-Sale, they will be sold at a 75% discount for $0.05. During the Public Token Sale, they                  
will be sold at a 50% discount for $0.10. Afterwards, they will be available for the regular price                  
of $0.20, which may also increase in the future.  
 
 

Round Price Per Token (LOLY) % Discount 

Private Token Pre-Sale $0.05 75% 

Public Token Sale $0.10 50% 

Post Token Sale $0.20 None 

 

http://www.loly.io/
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4 Token Allocation 
 
4.1 Total Token Allocation  
 

 
  
Loly will have a total LOLY Token supply of 500,000,000 tokens. No additional LOLY tokens will                
ever be created. The LOLY Tokens will be allocated as follows:  
 

 PERCENT # OF LOLY TOKENS 

 Participants 40% 200,000,000 

 Member Rewards Well 20% 100,000,000 

 Loly Team 20% 100,000,000 

 Founders/Early Contributors 15%   75,000,000 

 Bounties   5%   25,000,000 

                                                  TOTAL                       100% 500,000,000 

  
200,000,000 (40%) of the LOLY Tokens will be available for distribution to the participants of               
Loly’s token sales. 
  
100,000,000 (20%) of the LOLY Tokens are reserved for our Member Rewards. Allocated LOLY              
Tokens will be set aside in our Rewards Well and used to reward our members for contributing                 
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to and growing the Loly community. 
  
100,000,000 (20%) of the LOLY Tokens will be distributed to Loly’s legal entity for the Loly                
Team. These tokens will be vaulted for a two year vesting period whereby 25% of the tokens                 
will be unlocked each subsequent six month period, beginning from the date that participants              
receive their LOLY Tokens. Employees that receive LOLY tokens in lieu of wages will not be                
vaulted. 
  
75,000,000 (15%) of the LOLY Tokens are reserved for the Founders and Early Contributors.              
These LOLY Tokens will also be vaulted with a two year vesting period and a six month cliff with                   
a 25% release each subsequent six month period, beginning from the date that participants              
receive their LOLY Tokens. Founders and early contributors that receive LOLY tokens in lieu of               
wages will not be vaulted. 
  
25,000,000 (5%) of the LOLY Tokens are reserved for a Bounties account and will be used for                 
marketing, business, and other incentives to help promote the Loly Platform. 
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5 Security 
 
As a blockchain dating platform, we are dedicated to implementing state of the art security               

measures not only in the data realm, but also for our users on a personal level.  

5.1 Personal Security  

Loly is redefining the notion of consent to make sexual encounters safer and more enjoyable.               

First we run extensive matching algorithms to match users with someone who is much more               

likely to be compatible than the ubiquitous swipe method. Next, we connect matches via              

Instant Video Chat to allow them to talk and do another level of due diligence before they                 

arrange to meet in person. They can also decide whether they want to conduct a background                

check and/or STD status check on their matches before they proceed. If they decide they want                

to connect sexually, we make sure both parties consent via our Blockchain Check-In, Loly              

LisasonTM, complete with a Sober Check first if they desire, and Check-Out consent system.              

Furthermore, users can program a Safe-Word that the platform will monitor for in case you               

ever find yourself in a situation in which you are not comfortable with the encounter.  

While we understand that discomfort in a sexual encounter may come from a number of               

reasons, including an overlooked incompatibility or an individuals who did not know themselves             

and their true preferences well enough yet when filling out our matching surveys, we are very                

serious about promoting the safety of all of our users. We will investigate any users that abuse                 

the policies we put in place to protect our community members. Company reserves the right to                

expel any member who is in violations of policies or represents a danger to users.  

5.2 Data Security and Privacy 

Personal data is held separate and encrypted from sexual preference data making it impossible              

to connect the data to any identifiable person without the keys. Sexual preference data is               

encrypted and encoded on the smartphone of the user, and is only used to calculate the Heat                 

IndexTM of a potential match.  

In-app purchases can also increase the level of privacy desired by the member, for example, it is                 

possible to subscribe to Voyeur Mode where you can choose your matches, but no potential               

matches can see you.  
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6 Team  
 
Adryenn Ashley, CEO and Founder – As a serial entrepreneur and sought after startup advisor,               

Adryenn has cracked the code on industries as diverse as travel, telemedicine, finance,             

entertainment, technology, and dating. She was recently named as one of the Top 45 over 45.                

Using her prowess as a high tech priestess who used to break into banks for a living, along with                   

her former stints building AI testing harnesses in 2000 and neurolinked game controllers in the               

early 1990's, she's now pioneering the first augmented reality blockchain dating app. As one of               

the top entrepreneurs in the social media space, Adryenn has been at the forefront of the                

#SocialTV, speaking at NABShow and around the world. Her award winning background as a              

filmmaker combined with her experience at Fair, Isaac in behavioral statistics and social media              

influence make her the perfect person to launch and run this disruptive platform. 

Lauren Slade, Co-Founder – Lauren is an accomplished operations and support professional            

with over five years of direct experience providing tactical strategies ranging from small             

startups to large-scale teams operating globally. As a forward-thinking tech leader, she believes             

in pairing laser-focused user observation with a great amount of drive to constantly improve              

ways of operating as the most definitive route to unstoppable success. Lauren is steadfast and               

committed to collaboratively solving meaningful problems with a team who values getting            

things done. She co-founded Swarm.City (then Arcade City) in June of 2016 to direct the V2                

integration of decentralized management systems and develop operational growth processes.          

Lauren is proud of the achievements her team has had developing a self-sustaining business              

model, free of a central governing council from the top down. Her passion for process-minded               

management and developing teams inspires her to successfully scale and balance hyper growth             

within talent and project recruitment and makes her a perfect fit for Loly. As a natural planner,                 

she enjoys getting down to the detail on performance and tracking metrics. 

Jennifer Sedivy, Web/UI Developer – Jennifer has nearly two decades of professional            

experience designing and developing websites. She is able to master the ever-changing            

complexities of web development and design and how they impact current trends while             

simultaneously understanding the users that drive those trends and is skilled at developing             

intuitive customer-centric user interfaces without sacrificing the complex needs of the project.            

In addition to working for large corporations, she has worked extensively with startups and              

thrives in challenging and innovative environments. A consummate digital artist, Jennifer excels            

at finding both elegant and effective solutions. She is a graduate of the University of Portland                

and has taken numerous professional development courses from UCLA. 

Sasha Hodder, Legal Counsel - Ms. Hodder is a Partner at World Block Legal, where she focuses                 

on the Fintech sector. She began her work in the virtual currency arena in 2014 and helps her                  

clients navigate the burgeoning regulations surrounding compliance with money transmission          

services, the Bank Secrecy Act, and Securities Laws. Ms. Hodder has worked on projects such as                
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Initial Coin Offerings, structuring utility tokens, drafting SAFE & SAFT Agreements, drafting            

Compliance Programs, applying for Money Transmission Licenses, raising money through          

registered crowdfunding portals, as well as drafting business formation contracts. Ms. Hodder            

also has experience in a business litigation firm where she specialized in corporate contractual              

dispute litigation. By starting her career as a Series 7-Licensed Trader for TD Ameritrade, Ms.               

Hodder gained a ground-level perspective of the equities markets and the intricacies of global              

economics. She also spent a number of years working as Vice President of Sales for NEI                

Investments, Canada’s leader in Socially Responsible Investing, using shareholder action to           

deliver superior risk-adjusted returns over the long run. 

Elena Korsakova, Chief Financial Officer – Elena is a CPA and an MBA with an extensive                

background providing financial management solutions to supporting small business owners and           

CEOs whose businesses are experiencing rapid growth. She has over 20+ years of experience as               

a CPA and has served as the Chief Financial Officer and overseen the expansion of numerous                

companies. Her skill set includes the following: developing strategic vision on long-term            

financial goals; identifying new business opportunities; overseeing intense finance projects and           

initiatives; developing and monitoring overall company's policies and procedures; guiding cash           

flow management and budget planning; managing relationships with bankers, attorneys and           

accountants; growing equity value; increase profit and reduce debt; and audit support. 

Alicia Summers, Research Scientist – Alicia Summers, PhD earned her Doctorate at the             

University of Nevada, Reno in Social Psychology in 2009. In her current position as a Senior                

Research Associate at the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, Dr. Summers              

designs and conducts research projects related to programs and practices within the juvenile             

and family court systems. In this role, she has designed and implemented experimental and              

quasi-experimental research projects, conducted interviews and focus groups, created and          

administered online surveys, conducted secondary data analysis of large data sets and            

employed both quantitative and qualitative data analyses. She is also experienced writing for             

diverse audiences; some of her recent publications have appeared in Judicature, Children and             

Youth Services Review, Law and Human Behavior, Psychology, Crime and Law, and Journal of              

Juvenile Justice. 

Shelby Hagensmith, Chief of Staff – The ultimate party host, a social influencer, and an Emmy                

nominated TV host, Shelby will travel the country hosting launch parties city by city and               

televising the fun via our social channels. 

Russell Castagnaro, Blockchain Advisor – Russell is an eCommerce Revolutionary and the CEO             

of Wampum, LLC a company dedicated to bringing eCommerce to anyone doing legitimate             

business, with or without a bank. He implemented some of the first U.S. eCommerce              

applications in the 1990's and led teams implementing eCommerce and ePhilanthropy solutions            

from 1997 through 2003. At that point, he realized more good for more people could come                

from sane eGovernment applications. In most cases, these services included eCommerce,           
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access to information and all sorts of other Internet technologies. Starting in 2003 through              

2016 Russell led the Hawaii Information Consortium/ eHawaii.gov. They provided electronic           

government solutions to any government agency working in Hawaii (Federal, State or Local). His              

team implemented over 120 services for Hawaii State and County government that process             

over $2 billion per year and launched hundreds of government websites. Russell enjoyed             

navigating the thin line between public service and private industry and embracing the dialectic              

between self-funded government and open source technology. Russell's experience with          

eCommerce convinced him that the accelerating trend of privatization of commerce by large             

banks and credit card merchants was inefficient, insecure and unwise for the world economy.              

Cryptocurrency technology like Bitcoin and Ethereum are the world's best bet for the return of               

sane commerce directly between parties, and he has placed himself at dead-center in this              

upheaval. 

Joy Nordenstrom, Matchmaker Advisor – Before founding Joy of Romance, Inc. in 2005, Joy              

Nordenstrom ran the operations of several businesses ranging from motorcycle import/export           

to entertainment to international wine sales. Joy explains that close relationships are what             

made her work both rewarding and successful. After receiving a BA in both Communications              

and Economics, with a minor in psychology, she got an MBA in Entrepreneurship from Mills               

College. She went on to passionately pursue learning what makes relationships thrive by             

traveling the U.S. to study with renowned experts and by becoming a certified matchmaker              

from the Matchmaking and Behavioral Science Institute in New York City. Joy currently lives in               

the San Francisco Bay Area with her love and their new baby boy. 

Ryan Logan Golema, Blockchain Advisor – Logan is a Smart Contract Engineer and Blockchain              

Software Programmer. He is the Founder of Blockchain Exchange and has been heralded as              

Blockchain Developer, Educator, and FinTech Innovator. 

Jason Nunnelley, Infrastructure Advisor – After selling his first technology company in 1997,             

Jason pursued helping other new tech focused startups through technology and business            

consulting. From Internet Service Providers in the early 2000s to new media agencies like              

BubbleUp, Jason helped companies bring products and services to market rapidly and under             

budget. He has served as COO at startups like Zarfo and CTO at boutique agencies like                

Telegraph Creative, as well as CEO of UpgradeMedia. His focus is technology and consumer              

experience driven by rapid development principles and agile policies. 

Tracy Dufur, Financial Advisor – Tracy is the Regional Vice President of iWealth LLC, a wealth                

creation and advisory firm with offices in Texas, New Mexico and Nevada. iWealth LLC advises               

highly compensated executives and high net worth small business owners in increasing their             

retirement income, implementing tax savings strategies and mitigating risk. She is also an             

Advisor/Owner in Lion Street which is a group of national independent firms that provide life               

insurance, business insurance, and wealth management solutions to high-net-worth individuals,          

business owners, and corporate clientele. Tracy has held senior level positions with Fortune 500              
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companies as well as owned and operated two successful consulting firms. She shares her              

success and knowledge in business by investing in and advising multiple startups. She has              

extensive experience working with the medical industry and providing asset protection and            

wealth maximization strategies for doctors and doctor groups. She holds a B.S. in Business              

Administration, Marketing/International Business from California State University Sacramento        

and an MBA with a concentration in Finance from the University of Nevada Reno. In addition,                

she holds multiple certificates in insurance and management. She routinely publishes on the             

business of medicine and other relevant financial topics. 

David Werba, Blockchain Advisor – David has a deep background in music as both an artist and                 

web developer. After founding two successful startups, including Music Forte, Inc. (2003 -             

2012), he joined Nexstar Broadcasting Group as a marketing strategist, web developer, and             

producer of both local and national TV shows for FOX and NBC. More recently David was a                 

Shorty Awards finalist for his non-profit work in the Human Rights sector and is the               

co-owner/Editor-in-chief at IndieMusicPlus.com. Also a composer and veteran touring musician          

of over 800 shows, David earned a degree in Psychology from University of Illinois. 

Zachary Draper, Chief Security Officer – Information security consultant and experienced web            

developer who has been coding for almost two decades. He is heavily involved in the startup                

community and has launched numerous unique web applications. He has also built the world's              

largest Keno platform that has never crashed. Beyond being a techy, he is at the forefront of                 

the rebirth of Reno, helping to turn a failing tourist based economy into one of the fastest                 

growing startup and entrepreneurial hotspots in the country, work which led to Zachary being              

named one of the 15 most influential community leaders.  

Eric Krauss, Advisor – Eric has 20+ years of IT experience in the Financial Services industry. His                 

background is in software engineering as a full stack Java and .Net developer. He is currently                

accountable for Global DevOps at Encore Capital Group with teams spanning 3 countries. Eric is               

an expert in API Management, Automated Release Management and Integration Systems on an             

enterprise level.  

Chris Voss, Social Media Marketing Advisor – Chris 

Tisha Roberts, Community Manager  – Tisha 

Robert Raff, Chief Marketing Officer – Robert 

Dr. Jane Guyn, Clinical Sexologist – Dr. Guyn 
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7 Launch Plan 
 
Loly’s launch plan and milestones are outlined below. We have already completed a fully              
working beta version of the platform. After the token sale we will complete the development of                
future versions of the Loly dating platform which will include AI matching capabilities, new              
features, and our Augmented Reality overlay.  

Milestone Target Date Details 

Loly App Envisioned Completed Founder Adryenn Ashley envisions Loly 

Loly LLC Formed Completed Loly is formed as an LLC 

File Trademark for Loly Completed Brand the concept, buy the domain name, and file 
Trademark for Loly 

Develop Proprietary 
Compatibility Matrix 

Completed Develop matrix and questions to match user profiles based 
on compatibility 

File Patent for "Heat Index™" Completed File patent for "Heat Index™" to match profiles based on 
compatibility 

Recruit Key Team Members Completed Recruit key team members for Loly in preparation for 
launch, including development, blockchain, and marketing 
experts 

Exhibit at Collision Completed Loly exhibits at the Collision Conference 

Design Blockchain Smart 
Contract Implementation 

Completed Design Blockchain Smart Contract implementation for safe 
check-ins and check-outs 

Secure Joint Ventures Completed Secured joint ventures with nightclubs and promoter to pilot 
our augmented reality features before our national events 
roll out 

Secure Email Launch List Completed Secure email launch list of 6 million singles paying for dating 
products and services 

Secure Contract for Use of 
Microsoft Cortana 

Completed Secure contract for use of Microsoft Cortana for AI matching 
and learning capabilities 

Launch Loly Platform Beta Completed Launch Loly Platform Beta without AI interface 

Launch Lifetime Membership 
Campaign 

Completed Open sales for Loly Lifetime Memberships with tiered 
discount opportunities for the first 10,000 Lifetime 
Members 

Loly Token Pre-Sale In Progress Launch Token Sale of Loly utility tokens to be used by our 
members to buy subscriptions as well as make other in-app 
purchases 

Loly Token Public Sale April 15, 2018* Pubic Sale begins for Loly Token 
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Loly Token Sale Ends May 31, 2018* Public Sale ends for Loly Token 

Loly Matchbook Launch July 1, 2018 Launch Version 1.0 of Loly Matchbook released to the App 
Stores 

Loly Platform Version 1.0 
Launch 

August 1, 2018 Launch Version 1.0 of the Loly Dating Platform without AI 
matching 

Launch Platform Version 2.0 
Launch 

December 31, 2018 Launch Version 2.0 of the Loly Dating Platform with new 
features including AI matching 

Launch Platform Version 3.0 
Launch 

March 01, 2019 Launch Version 3.0 of the Loly Dating Platform with 
Augmented Reality overlay 

 
* Dates of the public token sale are subject to change based on legal environment. 
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8 Features Menu  
 
8.1 Platform Infrastructure Features 
 
Way the app actually works. 
Chat, instant messaging, voip, members match ect. 
 

8.2 User Engagement Features  
 
Cool features  
Events, Date ideas, Tell me more, Guess who ect. 

 
8.3 Premium Features  
 
Chat: Chat is a popular feature for online communication. 

 
Secure VoIP calls: Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), is the technology that allows people to               
make voice calls using a broadband Internet connection. It means that our dating site members               
will not have to disclose their phone numbers if they wish to hear each other's voice. The two                  
numbers will only be visible to the system that will start a connection. 

 
Questions: The Questions feature is about letting the site members ask each other questions              
and give answers when someone asks them something in return. 
 
Members Match Exclusions: Rather than bombard you with a bunch of photos of people that               
aren’t right for you, our AI Matchmaker will exclude members who match your “never”              
categories, reducing the false positives and showing you only your great matches. 
 
WhatsApp: WhatsApp is a popular instant messenger that boasts of over 1 billion users across               
the world. In our app we allow users to connect using WhatsApp for ease of communication, if                 
they so choose. 

 
Perfecting the Heat IndexTM: We populate the data we need to perfect our Heat IndexTM by                
letting people chat with our AI bot on popular messenger apps such as Viber, Telegram, or                
WhatsApp. 

 
Video Speed Dating: Loly’s video speed dating feature promotes quality interactions between            
our members to give them a chance to get to know other members who match their                
preferences in a safe and fun way before they decide if they want to go on a date together.                   
Photos may be deceitful, but live video interaction shows perfectly well if there is chemistry. A                
member enters the video speed dating section and is randomly connected to another person              
who matches them by location and age/gender preferences. If the conversation does not go              
well, one can click the 'next chat' button and be connected to someone else. Exciting, easy, and                 
just a hint of magic! 
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Date ideas: Not sure where to take a date? Don’t worry, our AI Matchmaker knows exactly                
what your date loves, and her helpful advice will make it easier to plan for a date by helping                   
people agree on what to do and where to go, with a little insight and inside information to                  
make it spectacular. 
 
Verified Users: Verified users earn perks, which is basically a bribe to prompt members to verify                
their identity by giving them more exposure and access to the platform as compared to               
non-verified members. 
  
Events: The Events feature will showcase local events that people can join, comment on,              
upload photos of, and invite other site members to join and have fun. Live events are one way                  
that Loly differentiates as an online dating portal. 
 
Tell A Friend: The Tell A Friend feature lets site members earn bonuses by inviting friends to                 
join the site and giving them reward tokens as an incentive to keep inviting friends. 
 
Ratings: The Ratings feature is unique in that all ratings are private, and serve to inform our AI                  
and help it learn to make better matches. It also encourages site members rate each other's                
profiles and media files, as well as view the list of Top Members. Top Members are added to                  
the site as a stand-alone page. 
 
Tell Me More: Our personal profile quiz is a series of questions and ready answer options that                 
new members will see immediately after they sign up, and they will complete it as part of the                  
registration process. The quizzes are fun, and entertaining, training our AI while building out the               
users profile. 
 
Guess Who?: This guessing game activates once a day and shows 4 different profiles. Three of                
the profiles are random people that are a good match for you, but the fourth is the one who                   
liked or otherwise expressed interest in the game player. The player is then able to select one                 
of the profiles. If they guess correctly, there is a match and the two people can continue their                  
conversation and decide to go on a date. If the guess is wrong, the user has to wait until the                    
next day to play again. 
 
Personal Profile Statistics: The Personal statistics feature gives users insight into their activity             
and overall attractiveness of their profile. It’s helpful to know what’s working and what’s not               
and with our premium membership, users can see exactly what is and isn’t attracting their ideal                
mate. 
 
Video Intros: The idea behind the Video Introduction feature is to let people get a glimpse of                 
their matches in real life before accepting a match or going on a date. The user will use a                   
webcam or a phone camera to record short introductory videos of themselves. The videos will               
then appear in the gallery and in the person's profile, which are shown to potential matches. 
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Nearest Users: From a new search page with an interactive map, members can search for               
other people by radius, their own location being the starting point. Based on the member's               
preferences, more or less matches will be displayed. 

 
InstaPics: We let our members import their favorite pictures and videos from Instagram and              
display them in their profiles. 
 
Crossing Paths: Sometimes love isn’t next door, but it might have been 3 rows back on the last                  
flight you took. With this in mind, we allow our users to see highly rated matches they cross                  
paths with, and how often. It may help people find out who of their potential matches frequent                 
the same area and who could potentially have the same interests and lead the same lifestyle as                 
them. They might have even locked eyes across the street once! 
 
Gift Store: Our Gift Store sells our own branded merchandise and goods and offers by               
third-party providers such as flower shops, jewellers, and so on. 
 
Loly Tokens: Our members can purchase Loly tokens directly from the site without having to               
pay the added expense of going through an exchange, allowing our users to pay for all site                 
services with our proprietary tokens. 
 
Loyalty Rewards: Our members can earn free tokens by performing specific tasks on the site,               
like logging in everyday, sharing the platform with friends, attending events, and more. Our              
loyalty program is based on gamification of random rewards, so while certain tasks always              
result in a reward, daily visit rewards are hidden and only revealed upon earning. 

 
Gender-Specific Profile Questions: Gender-specific, or user type-specific, profile questions are          
a good fit for niche solutions. 
 
Photo Verification: The photo verification tool will help your dating site members prove that              
they are genuine people and not scammers who are using stolen photos. 
 
Security by IP: Security by IP is a set of measures that will help you ensure a pleasant and safe                    
experience for our site members. 

 
Profile Doctor: Our profile doctor gives our members the opportunity to order profile             
optimization and dating coaching from professionals to improve their dating situation. 
 
Verification with Social Network: A person who has verified their identity with a social network               
account gains more trust, and thus more action on our site. The system prompts them to                
connect to their account and then displays a verified badge next to their profile photo. 
 
Registration SMS Verification: SMS verification is widely used by almost all popular websites.             
We protect our site from spammers and bots using SMS Verification. During the registration              
process our new users have to enter the code that is sent to their mobile phone number to                  
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confirm their registration. 
 

Cover Photo: Your Cover Photo is one of the first things people will see when they visit your                  
profile page, and that is exactly why it is so important to make the best first impression                 
possible. Our members will be able to make their profile pages unique and catching. 
 
Voyeur Mode: You can seek but not be found in the app, perfect for celebrities or high profile                  
members. 
 
Matchmaker: Sometimes even the most intelligent application needs help from a real            
experienced pro. That’s where our Matchmakers come in. For our Elite members, matchmakers             
are available to search through our entire database for the right match for you, even if they are                  
three states away. Love has no limit, so why should geography limit you? 
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9 Potential Risks of the Project 
 
There are always potential risks when purchasing services from any company, but especially             

startups. We plan on revolutionizing online dating and making it a safer and more satisfying               

experience for millions of individuals around the world. However, there is always the risk that               

we are not able to accomplish all we plan on accomplishing.  

The Company, Loly LLC, and the Offering are subject to a number of risks related to the                 

development and operation of Loly, the Rights and the SAFT, along with the risks related to the                 

LOLY Tokens and the LOLY Token Sale. These risks include, but are not limited to, the following: 

Risks Related to Company’s Business and Industry 

To date, The Company has not generated revenue, does not foresee generating enough revenue              

in the near future to finance operations and therefore relies on external financing. The Company               

is a startup and its business model currently focuses on development and build out of Loly                

rather than generating significant revenue in year one. While the Company intends to generate              

revenue in the future, it cannot promise when or if it will be able to do so. 

The Company anticipates, based on current proposed plans and assumptions relating to            

operations (including the timetable of, and costs associated with, development and roll out of              

Loly) that, if the planned amount is raised in the Offering, it will be sufficient to satisfy                 

contemplated cash requirements to launch the LOLY Token Sale in the first half of 2018. This                

assumes that the Company does not accelerate the development of Loly related opportunities             

available to it, engage in an extraordinary transaction or otherwise face unexpected events,             

costs or contingencies, any of which could affect its cash requirements. 

The Company expects capital outlays and operating expenditures to increase over the next             

several years as it expands its infrastructure, commercial operations and development           

activities. 

The Company’s future funding requirements will depend on many factors, including but not             

limited to the following: 

● The cost of expanding operations; 

● The financial terms and timing of any collaborations, licensing or other arrangements            

into which the Company may enter; 

● The rate of progress and cost of development activities; 

● The need to respond to technological changes and increased competition; 

● The costs of filing, prosecuting, defending and enforcing any patent claims and other             

intellectual property rights; 
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● The cost and delays in product development that may result from changes in             

regulatory requirements applicable to the Company’s products; 

● Sales and marketing efforts to bring these new product candidates to market; 

● Unforeseen difficulties in establishing and maintaining an effective sales and distribution           

network; and 

● Lack of demand for and market acceptance of the Company’s products and            

technologies. 

If adequate funds are not available, The Company may have to delay, scale back, or eliminate                

some of its operations or its commercialization activities. Under these circumstances, if the             

Company is unable to acquire additional capital or is required to raise it on terms that are less                  

satisfactory than desired, it may have a material adverse effect on its financial condition. 

The Company has yet to commence operations so evaluating performance, and accordingly, its             

prospects must be considered in light of the risks that any new company encounters. In January                

2017, Loly LLC (the “Holding Company”) was formed as a Reno limited liability company, with               

two planned subsidiaries, Loly Dates Company, LLC ("Company") and Project LOLY Technology,            

LLC (the “Technology Company”). Company is the operating company that will operate the             

LOLY Token, and the Technology Company is the research and development arm and will hold               

all intellectual property, which will be licensed exclusively to Company through an            

intercompany license agreement. In October 2017, the Company acquired certain intellectual           

property rights from a “proof-of-concept” company using application technology rather than           

blockchain technology for a dating platform. Accordingly, there is little history upon which an              

evaluation of prospects and future performance can be made. Proposed operations are subject             

to all business risks associated with new enterprises. The likelihood of the creation of a viable                

business must be considered in light of the problems, expenses, difficulties, complications, and             

delays frequently encountered in connection with the inception of a business, operation in a              

competitive industry, use of blockchain technology and the continued development of           

advertising, promotions, and a corresponding LOLY base. It is anticipated that operating            

expenses will increase for the near future. There can be no assurances that Company will               

operate profitably. One should consider Company’s business, operations and prospects in light            

of the risks, expenses and challenges faced as an early-stage company, in particular as a               

company utilizing blockchain technology and a utility token model. 

Company’s success depends on the experience and skill of the board of directors, its executive               

officers and key employees. In particular, Company is dependent on Adryenn Ashley who is              

Founder & CEO of Company. Company has or intends to enter into an employment agreement               

with Adryenn Ashley although there can be no assurance that it will do so or that she will                  

continue to be employed by Company for a particular period of time. The loss of Adryenn                
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Ashley or any member of the board of directors or executive officer could harm Company’s               

business, financial condition, cash flow and results of operations. 

The amount of capital Company is attempting to raise in the Offering is not enough to sustain                 

Company’s current business plan. Company is raising money in the Offering in order to launch               

Loly Platform using blockchain technology and the Ethereum protocol and sell its utility token,              

LOLY Tokens, which LOLYs will need to interact with Loly Platform. In order to achieve               

Company’s near and long-term goals, Company will need to be successful in selling its LOLY               

Tokens. Company has targeted the public launch of its sale of LOLY Tokens for the first quarter                 

of 2018. There is no guarantee Company will be able to sell sufficient LOLY Tokens. If Company                 

is not able to sell sufficient LOLY Tokens, Company will not be able to execute the current                 

business plan, and may be forced to cease operations and sell or otherwise transfer remaining               

assets, which could cause a Purchaser to lose all or a portion of his or her investment. 

Although dependent on certain key personnel, Company does not have any key man life              

insurance policies on any such people. Company is dependent on Adryenn Ashley in order to               

conduct its operations and execute its business plan, however, Company has not purchased any              

insurance policies with respect to those individuals in the event of their death or disability.               

Therefore, in the event that Adryenn Ashley dies or becomes disabled, Company will not              

receive any compensation to assist with such person’s absence. The loss of such person could               

negatively affect Company and its operations. 

Company has not prepared any audited financial statements. Therefore, investors have no            

audited financial information regarding Company’s capitalization, assets or liabilities. If          

investors find information provided to be insufficient, they should exercise caution in            

purchasing LOLY Tokens. 

The Company faces risks relating to competition for the leisure time and discretionary spending              

of audiences, which has intensified in part due to advances in technology and changes in               

consumer expectations and behavior. The Company’s business is subject to risks relating to             

increasing competition for the leisure time and discretionary spending of consumers. It            

competes with all other sources of entertainment and dating. Technological advancements,           

such as new apps have increased the number of online dating choices available to consumers               

and intensified the challenges posed by audience fragmentation. The increasing number of            

choices available to audiences, including low-cost or free choices, could negatively impact not             

only consumer demand for the Company’s products and services, but also advertisers’            

willingness to purchase advertising from the Company. The Company’s failure to effectively            

anticipate or adapt to new technologies and changes in consumer expectations and behavior             

could significantly adversely affect its competitive position and its business and results of             

operations. 
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The Company’s business could be negatively impacted by cyber security threats, attacks and             

other disruptions. Like others in its industry, the Company continues to face advanced and              

persistent attacks on its information infrastructure where it manages and stores various            

proprietary information and sensitive/confidential data relating to its operations. These attacks           

may include sophisticated malware (viruses, worms, and other malicious software programs)           

and phishing emails that attack the Company’s products or otherwise exploit any security             

vulnerabilities. These intrusions sometimes may be zero-day malware that are difficult to            

identify because they are not included in the signature set of commercially available antivirus              

scanning programs. Experienced computer programmers and hackers may be able to penetrate            

the Company’s network security and misappropriate or compromise its confidential          

information or that of its customers or other third-parties, create system disruptions, or cause              

shutdowns. Additionally, sophisticated software and applications that the Company produces          

or procures from third-parties may contain defects in design or manufacture, including “bugs”             

and other problems that could unexpectedly interfere with the operation of the information             

infrastructure. A disruption, infiltration or failure of the Company’s information infrastructure           

systems or any of its data centers as a result of software or hardware malfunctions, computer                

viruses, cyberattacks, employee theft or misuse, power disruptions, natural disasters or           

accidents could cause breaches of data security, loss of critical data and performance delays,              

which in turn could adversely affect the  business. 

Risks Related to the LOLY Token 

Risk of Unfavorable Tax Treatment in One or More Jurisdictions. The U.S. Internal Revenue              

Service and other similar regulatory bodies have not yet issued definitive guidance on the tax               

treatment for tokens similar to LOLY. Purchasers should consult their own tax advisors for              

guidance on tax treatment of the LOLY token. 

Risk of Failure of the Token Sale. Company has sole discretion to accept or reject purchase                

requests and may terminate the token sale prior to the closing. If Company determines that the                

amount that Company raises is not sufficient to pursue the intended uses of the proceeds of                

the token sale, Company may decide to return the investments received (to the extent funds               

remain available for return) and abandon the token sale. Alternatively, Company may            

determine to close the token sale although less than the expected amount is raised. Raising               

less than the expected amount may require Company to delay or scale down some of               

Company’s plans until further financing becomes available, and Company’s projected results of            

operations and financial condition may be less likely to meet Company’s original expectations             

than had Company raised the maximum amount sought in the Offering. Additionally, it is              

possible that, due to any number of reasons, including an unfavorable fluctuation in the value               

of Ethereum, development issues with Loly Platform (as defined in the White Paper), the failure               
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of business relationships or competing intellectual property claims, Loly may no longer be             

viable as a business or otherwise and may dissolve or fail to launch.  

Restriction on Transfer of the Rights of the SAFT Offering. There are substantial restrictions on               

the transferability of the Rights. A Purchaser may not assign or transfer its SAFT (including by                

operation of law, by merger or otherwise) or sell, delegate or sublicense its Right without               

compliance with applicable securities laws. Any such assignment, sale, delegation or sublicense            

without compliance with applicable securities laws shall be null and void, shall confer no rights               

on the purported assignee and may be a violation of applicable securities laws. The Offering has                

not been registered under the Securities Act or under the securities laws of any other               

jurisdiction, and the Rights are being offered in reliance upon exemptions from registration in              

the United States under the Securities Act. Accordingly, the Rights may only be transferred              

within the United States or to “U.S. person” (as defined in Regulation S promulgated under the                

Securities Act) pursuant to either an effective registration statement registering the Rights or             

pursuant to an exemption under the Securities Act; the Rights may be subject to transfer               

restrictions under the securities laws of other jurisdictions; the Rights may be subject to holding               

period requirements; and there is no public market for the Rights. 

Availability of Information. No governmental agency has reviewed or passed upon the token             

sale, Company or the White Paper. Purchasers of the LOLY utility token is not a security,                

therefore, will not receive any of the benefits that such SEC registration would otherwise              

provide. Additionally, Company is not subject to the reporting requirements of the Securities             

Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Therefore, purchasers will not have              

access to information to which they would have access if the LOLY token was a security and was                  

registered under the Securities Act and if Company were subject to the reporting regulations              

promulgated under the Exchange Act. Purchasers must therefore assess the adequacy of            

disclosure and the fairness of the terms of the token sale on their own or in conjunction with                  

their personal advisors. 

Lack of Control. Purchasers of the LOLY token will not have a vote or influence on Company’s                 

management. All decisions with respect to the management of Company will be made             

exclusively by Company’s officers, managers and employees. Purchasers will have no right to             

vote on issues of, or otherwise participate in, Company management. Accordingly, no person             

should purchase a LOLY token unless he/she/it is willing to entrust all aspects of Company               

management to Company’s management. Examine this entire White Paper for more           

information about management. 

Company Discretion on Use of Proceeds. Company has ultimate discretion to use the proceeds              

of the token sale as it sees fit and is not obligated to set forth any specific uses for purchasers to                     

evaluate. The net proceeds from the token sale will be used for such purposes as Company’s                
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management deems to be in Company’s best interests in order to address changed             

circumstances or opportunities. As a result of the foregoing, Company’s success will be             

substantially dependent upon Company’s discretion and judgment with respect to application           

and allocation of the net proceeds of the token sale. Company may choose to use the proceeds                 

in a manner with which purchasers do not agree and token holders will have no recourse. A use                  

of proceeds that does not further Company’s business and goals could harm Company and its               

operations and ultimately cause the LOLY token to lose all or some of its perceived value. 

High Degree of Risk. Purchasing tokens involves a high degree of risk. The tokens are not                

publicly traded and, therefore, are illiquid and only have value on the Loly Platform.              

Additionally, Company is in an earlier stage of development and does not have historical results               

upon which purchasers can make their decisions regarding whether and how much to purchase.              

If Company is unsuccessful, Purchasers will receive LOLY Tokens that have little to no value.               

Accordingly, investing in the Rights requires high risk tolerance, low liquidity concerns and             

long-term commitment. The Rights are not FDIC-insured; may lose value; and there is no bank               

guaranty. Purchasers must be able to afford to lose the entire amount paid for the Rights. 

No Guarantee of Return on Investment. There is no assurance that the Rights will be exchanged                

for a specific number of LOLY Tokens in the LOLY Token Sale or that the LOLY Token Sale will                   

take place, that any Purchaser will realize a return on his/her/its investment or that any               

Purchaser will not lose his/her/its entire investment. For this reason, each Purchaser should             

read the SAFT and all exhibits carefully and should consult with his/her/its own attorney and               

business advisor prior to making a decision to enter into the SAFT and purchase a Right. 

Unanticipated Risks. Agreements for the sale of future cryptographic tokens are a new and              

untested area. In addition to the risks discussed, there are risks that Company cannot              

anticipate. Further risks may materialize as unanticipated combinations or variations of the            

discussed risks or the emergence of new risks. 

Risks Related to the LOLY Tokens and to the LOLY Token Sale  

Risks Associated with Blockchain Technology and the DigitByte Protocol. Loly Platform, the            

Rights and the LOLY Tokens are based upon blockchain technology and the Ethereum protocol.              

As such, any malfunction, unintended function, unexpected functioning of or attack of            

blockchain technology and/or the Ethereum protocol or the Bitcoin protocol may cause Loly             

Platform to malfunction or function in an unexpected or unintended manner. Ethereum, the             

native unit of account of the Ethereum protocol, may itself lose value in ways similar to the                 

LOLY Tokens, and in other ways. More information about the Ethereum protocol is available at               

https://www.Ethereum.io/ to assist Purchasers in understanding this new technology. 
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Risks Associated with Buyer Credentials. Any person that gains access to or learns of a               

Purchaser's login credentials or private keys may be able to dispose of the Purchaser's FCFL               

Account and the Purchaser's LOLY Tokens. To minimize this risk, Purchasers should guard             

against unauthorized access to their electronic devices. 

Risk of Unfavorable Regulatory Action in One or More Jurisdictions. Blockchain technologies            

have been the subject of scrutiny by various regulatory bodies around the world. The              

functioning of Loly Platform and the LOLY Tokens could be impacted by one or more regulatory                

inquiries or actions, including the licensing of or restrictions on the use, sale, or possession of                

digital tokens like the LOLY Tokens, which could impede, limit or end the development of Loly                

Platform. In addition, the sweepstakes developed by Company may not be allowed in certain              

jurisdictions and Company may be unable to award a randomly selected prize if Purchasers              

reside in a jurisdiction that does not permit the type of sweepstakes designed by Loly. 

Risk of Alternative Platforms. Following the token sale and the development of the initial              

version of Loly Platform, it is possible that alternative applications could be established, which              

use the same open source code and protocol underlying Loly Platform. Such competitors may              

have greater resources or experience and could potentially negatively impact Loly Platform,            

including its value and the value of LOLY Tokens. 

Risk of Insufficient Interest in Loly Platform. It is possible that there will be limited public                

interest in the creation and development of Loly Platform and the LOLY Tokens. Such a lack of                 

interest could negatively impact the Rights and the LOLY Tokens. 

Risk that Loly Platform, as Developed, Will Not Meet the Expectations. Loly Platform is presently               

under development and may undergo significant changes before release. Any expectations or            

assumptions regarding the form and functionality of Loly Platform or LOLY Tokens (including             

token behavior) held by a Purchaser, may not be met upon release, for any number of reasons,                 

including mistaken assumptions or analysis, a change in the design and implementation plans,             

and execution of Loly Platform. 

Risk of Theft and Hacking. Hackers or other groups or organizations or countries may attempt               

to interfere with Loly Platform, the Rights or the LOLY Tokens in any number of ways, including                 

service attacks, Sybil attacks, spoofing, smurfing, malware attacks, or consensus-based attacks. 

Risk of Adverse Tax Consequences. Significant aspects of the tax treatment of digital tokens              

have not yet been addressed, both for U.S. federal income tax purposes and under the tax laws                 

of non-U.S. jurisdictions, and jurisdictions could impose onerous tax burdens on the purchasers             

and holders of digital tokens. Such onerous tax burdens could subject purchasers and holders of               

LOLY Tokens to adverse tax consequences and could decrease demand for and impede, limit or               

end the development of Loly Platform. Participants in the token sale are urged to consult their                
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tax advisers regarding the substantial uncertainty regarding the tax consequences involved           

with the LOLY Token Sale and with the use, sale, or possession of digital tokens such as LOLY                  

Tokens. 

Risk of Security Weaknesses in Loly Platform Application Core Infrastructure Software. The Loly             

Platform consists of open source software that is based on open source software. There is a risk                 

that the LOLYs, or other persons may introduce weaknesses or bugs into the core              

infrastructural elements of Loly Platform interfering with the use of or causing the loss of LOLY                

Tokens. 

Risk of Weaknesses or Exploitable Breakthroughs in the Field of Cryptography. Advances in             

cryptography, or technical advances such as the development of quantum computers, could            

present risks to Loly Platform and/or the LOLY Tokens, such as theft or loss. 

Risk of Lack of Adoption or Use of Loly Platform. While the Loly Platform and LOLY Tokens                 

should not be viewed as an investment, each may have value over time. That value may be                 

limited if the Loly Platform lacks use and adoption or is unable to successfully implement its                

anticipated features. If this becomes the case, there may be few or no markets following the                

launch of the application, potentially having an adverse impact on Loly Platform. 

Risk of an Illiquid Token Exchange for LOLY Tokens. While Company hopes that all buyers of                

LOLY Tokens remain active in the Loly community and hold their LOLY Tokens long term, some                

buyers may desire to sell their LOLY Tokens to others at various points in time. Company cannot                 

guarantee that a secondary token exchange for the LOLY Tokens will develop. 

Risk of Uninsured Losses. Unlike bank accounts or accounts at some other financial institutions,              

funds held on the Loly Platform or Ethereum network are generally uninsured. In the event of                

any loss, there is no public insurer, such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, or               

private insurer, to offer recourse to Purchasers. 

Risk of Dissolution of Loly LLC. It is possible that, due to any number of reasons, including an                  

unfavorable fluctuation in the value of Ethereum, development issues with Loly Platform, the             

failure of business relationships, or competing intellectual property claims, Loly may no longer             

be viable as a business or otherwise and may dissolve or fail to launch. 

Risk of Malfunction in Loly Platform or the LOLY Token. It is possible that Loly Platform or the                  

LOLY Token malfunctions, including one that results in the loss of LOLY Tokens. 

Risk of Losing Access to Loly Account Due to Loss of Credentials. A LOLY Token account can only                  

be accessed with login credentials selected by a Purchaser. The loss of these credentials likely               

will result in the loss of your LOLY Token account. Best practices dictate that Purchasers safely                
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store credentials in one or more backup locations geographically separated from the            

working location. 

Unanticipated Risks. Cryptographic tokens are a new and untested technology. In addition to             

the risks discussed, there are risks that Loly team cannot anticipate. Further risks may              

materialize as unanticipated combinations or variations of the discussed risks or the emergence             

of new risks. 
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10 Conclusion 
 
We are excited to launch our lifetime membership and token sales and to start giving people                
what they want, a real experience, not a message buddy. 
 
Please feel free to join the Loly Community and learn more. 
 
Token Sale Website: https://www.loly.io/ 
Membership Website: https://www.loly.co/ 
Official Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lolydates 
Official Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/lolydates 
Official Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lolydates 
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